
Theodor Adorno

I  From Adorno to Benjamin

Hornberg, Black Forest, 2 August 1935

Dear Herr Benjamin:

Today let me try to say something to you at long last about your draft essay, 
which I have studied very thoroughly and discussed with Felizitas1 again; she 
fully shares my response. It seems to me to be in keeping with the importance 
of the subject—which, as you know, I rate so highly—if I speak with complete 
candour and proceed without preliminaries to the questions which I may con-
sider equally central for both of us. But I shall preface my critical discussion by 
saying that even though your method of work means that a sketch and a ‘line of 
thought’ cannot convey an adequate representation, your draft seems to me full 
of the most important ideas. Of these I should like to emphasize only the magni-
ficent passage about living as a leaving of traces, the conclusive sentences about 
the collector, and the liberation of things from the curse of being useful. The 
outline of the chapter on Baudelaire as an interpretation of the poet and the in-
troduction of the category of nouveauté on p. 172 also seem to me entirely success-
ful.2
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You will therefore guess what you hardly expected to be otherwise: 
that I am still concerned with the complex which may be designated by 
the rubrics—prehistory of the 19th century, dialectical image, and con-
figuration of myth and modernism. If I refrain from making a distinc-
tion between the ‘material’ and the ‘epistemological’ questions, this 
should be in keeping—if not with the external organization of your 
draft—at all events with its philosophical core, whose movement is to 
make the antithesis between the two disappear (as in both the more 
recent traditional sketches of the dialectic). Let me take as my point of 
departure the motto on p. 159, Chaque époque rêve la suivante [Every 
epoch dreams its successor]. This seems to me an important key in so 
far as all those motifs of the theory of the dialectical image, which 
basically underly my criticism, crystallize about it as an undialectical 
sentence: such that its elimination could lead to a clarification of the 
theory itself. For the sentence implies three things: a conception of the 
dialectical image as a content of consciousness, albeit a collective one; 
its direct—I would almost say: developmental—relatedness to the 
future as Utopia; and a notion of the ‘epoch’ as the pertinent and self-
contained subject of this context of consciousness. It seems extremely 
significant to me that this version of the dialectical image, which can be 
called an immanent one, not only threatens the original force of the 
concept, which was theological in nature, introducing a simplification 
which attacks not so much its subjective nuance as its truth content 
itself; it also misses that social movement of contradiction, for the sake 
of which you sacrifice theology.

Dialectical Images and Dreams

If you transpose the dialectical image into consciousness as a ‘dream’ 
you not only disenchant the concept and render it sociable, but you 
also deprive it of that objective unlocking power which could legiti-
mate it materialistically. The fetish character of the commodity is not a 
fact of consciousness; rather, it is dialectical in the eminent sense that it 
produces consciousness. This means, however, that consciousness or 
unconsciousness cannot simply depict it as a dream, but respond to it 
in equal measure with desire and fear. But it is precisely this dialectical 
power of the fetish character that is lost in the replica realism (sit venia 
verbo) of your present immanent version of the dialectical image. To 
return to the language of the glorious first draft of your Arcades 
project: if the dialectical image is nothing but the way in which the 
fetish character is perceived in a collective consciousness, the Saint 
Simonian conception of the commodity world may indeed reveal 
itself as Utopia, but not as its reverse—namely, a dialectical image of 
the 19th century as Hell. But only the latter could put the idea of a 
Golden Age into the right perspective, and precisely this dual sense 
could turn out to be highly appropriate for an interpretation of Offen-
bach—that is, the dual sense of Underworld and Arcadia; both are 
explicit categories of Offenbach and could be pursued down to details 
of his instrumentation. Thus the abandonment of the category of Hell 
in your draft, and particularly the elimination of the brilliant passage 
1 Felizitas was Gretel Adorno, the writer’s wife.
2 All page references are to the English translation, Charles Baudelaire—A Lyric Poet 
in the Era of High Capitalism (NLB, 1973).
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about the gambler (for which the passage about speculation and games of 
chance is no substitute), seems to me to be not only a loss of lustre but 
also of dialectical consistency. Now I am the last to be unaware of the 
relevance of the immanence of consciousness for the 19th century. 
But the concept of the dialectical image cannot be derived from it; 
rather, the immanence of consciousness itself is, as Intérieur, the dialec-
tical image for the nineteenth century as alienation. There I shall have 
to leave the stake of the second chapter of my Kierkegaard book in the 
new game as well3. Accordingly, the dialectical image should not be 
transferred into consciousness as a dream, but in its dialectical construc-
tion the dream should be externalized and the immanence of conscious-
ness itself be understood as a constellation of reality—the astronomical 
phase, as it were, in which Hell wanders through mankind. It seems to 
me that only the star-map of such a migration could offer a clear view of 
history as prehistory.

Collective Consciousness and Myths

Let me try to formulate the same objection again from the diametrically 
opposite standpoint. In keeping with an immanent version of the 
dialectical image (with which, to use a positive term, I would contrast 
your earlier conception of a model ) you construe the relationship be-
tween the oldest and the newest, which was already central to your first 
draft, as one of Utopian reference to a ‘classless society’. Thus the archaic 
becomes a complementary addition to the new, instead of being the 
‘newest’ itself; it is dedialecticized. However, at the same time, and 
equally undialectically, the image of classlessness in question is dated 
back into mythology instead of becoming truly transparent as a 
phantasmagoria of Hell. Therefore the category in which the archaic 
coalesces into the modern seems to me far less a golden age than a 
catastrophe. I once noted that the recent past always presents itself as 
though it has been destroyed by catastrophes. Hic et nunc I would say 
that it thereby presents itself as prehistory. And at this point I know I 
am in agreement with the boldest passage in your book on tragedy 
[Der Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels].4

If the disenchantment of the dialectical image as a ‘dream’ psychologizes 
it, by the same token it falls under the spell of bourgeois psychology. 
For who is the subject of the dream? In the 19th century it was surely 
only the individual; but in the individual’s dream no direct depiction of 
either the fetish character or its monuments may be found. Hence the 
collective consciousness is invoked, but I fear that in its present form it 
cannot be distinguished from Jung’s conception. It is open to criticism 
on both sides: from the vantage point of the social process in that it 
hypostasizes archaic images where dialectical images are in fact gener-
ated by the commodity character, not in an archaic collective ego, but 
in alienated bourgeois individuals; from the vantage point of psycho-
logy in that, as Horkheimer puts it, a mass ego exists only in earth-
quakes and catastrophes, while otherwise objective surplus value pre-

3 Adorno’s reference is t0 his first major work, Kierkegaard: Konstruktion des Aesthetis-
chen, Tübingen 1933. Written in 1929–30, it was a critique of Kierkegaard’s subjec-
tive interiority and spiritualist immediacy.
4 Benjamin had published Der Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels in 1928.
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vails precisely through individual subjects and against them. The notion 
of collective consciousness was invented only to divert attention from 
true objectivity and its correlate, alienated subjectivity. It is up to us to 
polarize and dissolve this ‘consciousness’ dialectically between society 
and singularities, and not to galvanize it as an imagistic correlate of the 
commodity character. It should be a clear and sufficient warning that in 
a dreaming collective no differences remain between classes.

Lastly, moreover, the mythic-archaic category of the ‘Golden Age’—
and this precisely seems socially decisive to me—has had fateful con-
sequences for the commodity category itself. If the crucial ‘ambiguity’ 
[Zweideutigkeit] of the Golden Age is suppressed (a concept which is 
itself greatly in need of a theory and should by no means be left un-
touched), that is, its relationship to Hell, the commodity as the substance 
of the age becomes Hell pure and simple, yet negated in a way which 
would actually make the immediacy of the primal state appear as truth. 
Thus disenchantment of the dialectical image leads directly to purely 
mythical thinking, and here Klages appears as a danger,5 as Jung did 
earlier. But nowhere does your draft contain more remedies than at 
this point. Here would be the central place for the doctrine of the 
collector who liberates things from the curse of being useful. If I 
understand you correctly, this is also where Haussmann belongs; his 
class consciousness, precisely by a perfection of the commodity charac-
ter into a Hegelian self-consciousness, inaugurates the explosion of its 
phantasmagoria. To understand the commodity as a dialectical image 
is also to see the latter as a motif of the decline and ‘supersession’ of 
the commodity, rather than as its mere regression to an older stage. The 
commodity is, on the one hand, an alienated object in which use-value 
perishes, and on the other, an alien survivor that outlives its own im-
mediacy. We receive the promise of immortality in commodities and 
not for people. To develop the relationship between the Arcades 
project and the book on the Baroque, which you have rightly estab-
lished, the fetish is a faithless final image, comparable only to a death’s-
head. It seems to me that this is where the decisive cognitive character 
of Kafka lies, particularly that of Odradek as a commodity that has 
uselessly survived.6 In this fairy tale by Kafka surrealism may come to 
an end, as baroque drama did in Hamlet. But within society this means 
that the mere concept of use-value by no means suffices for a critique 
of the commodity character, but only leads back to a stage prior to the 
division of labour. This has always been my real reservation toward 
Brecht;7 his ‘collective’ and his unmediated concept of function have 
always been suspect to me, as themselves a ‘regression’. Perhaps you 
will see from these reflections, whose substance concerns precisely 
those categories in your draft which may conform to those of Brecht, 
that my opposition to them is not an insular attempt to rescue autono-
mous art or anything similar, but most profoundly addresses those 
motifs of our philosophical friendship which I regard as original to us. 
If I were to close the circle of my critique with one bold grip, it would 

5 Ludwig Klages (1872–1956) was a conservative and neo-romantic cultural philo-
sopher and historian.
6 See The Cares of a Family Man.
7 Brecht is referred to as ‘Berta’ in the original, for reasons of censorship, since 
Adorno was writing from Germany.
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be bound to grasp the extremes. A restoration of theology, or better 
yet, a radicalization of the dialectic into the glowing centre of theology, 
would at the same time have to mean the utmost intensification of the 
social-dialectical, indeed economic, motifs. These must also, and above 
all, be viewed historically. The specific commodity character of the 
19th century, in other words the industrial production of commodities, 
would have to be worked out much more clearly and materially. After 
all, commodities and alienation have existed since the beginning of 
capitalism—i.e. the age of manufactures, which is also that of baroque 
art; while the ‘unity’ of the modern age has since then lain precisely in 
the commodity character. But the complete ‘prehistory’ and ontology 
of the 19th century could be established only by an exact definition of 
the industrial form of the commodity as one clearly distinguished 
historically from the older form. All references to the commodity 
form ‘as such’ lend that prehistory a certain metaphorical character 
which cannot be tolerated in this serious case. I would surmise that the 
greatest interpretative results will be achieved here if you fully follow 
your method of operation, the blind processing of material. If, by con-
trast, my critique moves in a certain theoretical sphere of abstraction, 
that surely is a difficulty, but I know that you will not regard it as a 
mere problem of ‘outlook’ and thereby dismiss my reservations.

However, permit me to add a few specific remarks of a more concrete 
character, which will naturally be meaningful only against this theoreti-
cal background. As a title I should like to propose Paris, Capital of the 
Nineteenth Century, not The Capital—unless the Arcades title is revived 
along with Hell. The division into chapters according to men does not 
strike me as quite felicitous; it makes for a certain compulsion toward a 
systematic external construction which leaves one a little uneasy. Were 
there not once sections according to materials like ‘plush’, ‘dust’, etc? 
Precisely the relationship between Fourier and the arcades is not very 
satisfactory. Here I could imagine as a suitable pattern a constellation 
of the various urban and commodity materials, an arrangement later to 
be deciphered as both dialectical image and its theory.

Fourier or the Arcades

In the motto on p. 157 the word portique very nicely supplies the motif 
of ‘antiquity’; in connection with the newest as the oldest, perhaps an 
accidence of the Empire should be given an elementary treatment here 
(such as melancholy receives in the Baroque book). On p. 158, at any 
rate, the conception of the State in the Empire as an end in itself should 
be clearly shown to have been a mere ideology, which your subsequent 
remarks indicate that you presumably had in mind. You have left the 
concept of construction completely unilluminated; as both alienation 
and mastery of material it is already eminently dialectical and should, in 
my opinion, forthwith be expounded dialectically (with a clear differ-
entiation from the present concept of construction; the term ingénieur,
which is very characteristic of the 19th century, probably provides a 
handle!) Incidentally, the introduction and exposition of the concept of 
the collective unconscious, on which I have already made some basic 
remarks, are not quite clear here. Regarding p. 158, I should like to ask 
whether cast iron really was the first artificial building material (bricks!);
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in general, I sometimes do not feel quite comfortable with the notion of 
‘first’ in the text. Perhaps this formulation could be added: every epoch 
dreams that it has been destroyed by catastrophes. P. 159: The phrase 
‘the new and the old are intermingled’ is highly dubious to me, 
given my critique of the dialectical image as regression. There is no 
reversion to the old; rather, the newest, as semblance and phantas-
magoria, is itself the old. Here I may perhaps remind you, without 
being obtrusive, of some formulations, including certain remarks on 
ambiguity, in the Intérieur section of my work on Kierkegaard. By way 
of supplementing these: dialectical images are as models not social pro-
ducts, but objective constellations in which the social situation repre-
sents itself. Consequently, no ideological or social ‘accomplishment’ can 
ever be expected of a dialectical image. My objection to your merely 
negative account of reification—the critique of the element of ‘Klages’ 
in your draft—is based primarily on the passage about machines on 
p. 159. An over-valuation of machine technology and machines as such 
has always been peculiar to bourgeois theories of retrospection; the 
relations of production are concealed by an abstract reference to the 
means of production.

Daguerre or the Dioramas

The very important Hegelian concept of the second nature, which has 
since been taken up by Georg Lukacs8 and others, belongs on p. 161f. 
Presumably the ‘Diable à Paris’ could lead to Hell. On p. 162, I would 
very much doubt that the worker appeared as a stage-extra etc, ‘for the 
last time’ outside his class. Incidentally, the idea of an early history of 
the feuilleton, about which so much is contained in your essay on 
Kraus, is most fascinating; this would be Heine’s habitat, too. In this 
connection an old journalistic term occurs to me: Schablonstil [cliché 
style], whose origin ought to be investigated. The term Lebensgefühl 
[attitude to life], used in cultural or intellectual history, is very objec-
tionable. It seems to me that your uncritical acceptance of the first 
appearance of technology is connected with your over-valuation of the 
archaic as such. I noted down this formulation: myth is not the classless 
longing of a true society, but the objective character of the alienated 
commodity itself. P. 163: Your conception of the history of painting in 
the nineteenth century as a flight from photography (to which there is 
an exact correspondence in the flight of music from ‘banality’) is 
formidable but undialectical, for the portion of the forces of production 
not incorporated in commodity form in the store of paintings cannot be 
grasped concretely in this way, but only in the negative of its trace 
(Manet probably is the precise location of this dialectic). This seems to 
be related to the mythologizing or archaizing tendency of your draft. 
Belonging to the past, the store of paintings becomes, so to speak, 
fixed starry images in the philosophy of history, drained of their quota 
of productive force. The subjective side of the dialectic vanishes under 
an undialectically mythical glance, the glance of Medusa.

Grandville or the World Exhibitions

The Golden Age on p. 164 is perhaps the true transition to Hell.—I 

8 Referred to simply as ‘Georg’ in the original.
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cannot see the relationship of the world fairs to the workers; it sounds 
like conjecture and surely should be asserted only with extreme 
caution. Of course, a great definition and theory of phantasmagoria 
belong on p. 165f. The next page was a mene tekel [warning] to me. 
Felizitas and I remember the overwhelming impression which the 
Saturn quotation once made on us; the quotation has not survived a 
more sober inspection of it. The Saturn ring should not become a cast-
iron balcony, but the balcony should become the real Saturn ring. Here 
I am happy not to offer you any abstract objections but to confront you 
with your own success: the incomparable moon chapter in your Kind-
heit whose philosophical content belongs here9. At this point I remem-
bered what you once said about your Arcades study: that it could be 
wrested away only from the realm of madness. That it has removed 
itself from this realm rather than subjugating it is proved by the inter-
pretation of the Saturn quotation which bounces off it. This is the loca-
tion of my real objections . . . this is where I have to speak so brutally 
because of the enormous seriousness of the matter. As was probably 
your intention, the fetish conception of the commodity must be docu-
mented with the appropriate passages of the man who discovered it. 
The concept of the organic, which also appears on p. 166 and points to a 
static anthropology, etc, is probably not tenable either, or only in the 
sense that it merely existed as such prior to the fetish and thus is itself 
historical, like the idea of ‘landscape’. The dialectical commodity motif 
of Odradek probably belongs on p. 166. The workers’ movement 
appears here somewhat like a deus ex machina again. To be sure, as with 
some other analogous forms, the abbreviated style of your draft may be 
to blame; this is a reservation that applies to many of my reservations. 
A propos the passage about fashion, which seems very important to me, 
but in its construction probably should be detached from the concept 
of the organic and related to the living, i.e. not to a superior ‘nature’: 
the idea of the changeant occurred to me—the shot fabric which seems to 
have had expressive significance for the 19th century and presumably 
was tied to industrial processes. Perhaps you will pursue this some day; 
Frau Hessel,whose [fashion] reports in the Frankfurter Zeitung we always 
read with great interest, will surely have some information on it. The 
passage where I have particular misgivings about the overly abstract 
use of the commodity category is to be found on p. 166; I doubt if it 
appeared as such ‘for the first time’ in the 19th century. (Incidentally, 
the same objection applies also to the Intérieur and the sociology of in-
teriority in my Kierkegaard, and every criticism that I make of your 
draft also goes for my own earlier study). I believe that the commodity 
category could be greatly concretized by the specifically modern cate-
gories of world trade and imperialism. In this connection: the arcade 
as a bazaar, also antique shops as world-trade markets for the temporal. 
The meaning of ‘compressed distance’ perhaps lies in the problems of 
winning over aimless social strata and imperial conquest. I am only 
giving you suggestions; of course, you will be able to unearth incom-
parably more conclusive evidence from your material and define the 
specific shape of the world of things in the nineteenth century (perhaps 
on the basis of its underside, refuse, remnants, debris).
9 Benjamin wrote his Berliner Kindheit um Neunzehnhundert in the thirties; it was pub-
lished posthumously in Frankfurt in 1950.
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Louis-Philippe or the Interior

The passage about the office, too, probably lacks historical exactitude. 
To me the office seems less a direct opposite of the home [intérieur] than 
a relic of older forms of rooms, probably baroque ones (cf. globes, 
maps on the walls, railings, and other forms of material). Regarding 
the theory of Art Nouveau on p. 168: if I agree with you that it meant a 
decisive shattering of the interior, for me this excludes the idea that it 
‘mobilizes all the reserve forces of interiority’. Rather, it seems to save 
and actualize them through ‘externalization’. (The theory of symbolism 
in particular belongs here, but above all Mallarmé’s interiors, which 
have exactly the opposite significance of Kierkegaard’s.) In place of in-
teriority Art Nouveau put sex. It had recourse to sex precisely because 
only in sex could a private person encounter himself not as inward but 
as corporeal. This is true of all Art Nouveau from Ibsen to Maeterlinck 
and d’Annunzio. Its origin is Wagner and not the chamber music of 
Brahms. Concrete seems uncharacteristic of Art Nouveau; it presum-
ably belongs in the strange vacuum around 1910. Incidentally, I think it 
is probable that the real Art Nouveau coincided with the great economic 
crisis around 1900. Concrete belongs to the pre-war boom. P. 168: Let 
me also draw your attention to the very remarkable interpretation of 
[Ibsen’s] The Master Builder in Wedekind’s posthumous works. I am 
not acquainted with any psychoanalytic literature about awakening, 
but I shall look into this. However, is not the dream-interpreting, 
awakening psychoanalysis which expressly and polemically dissociates 
itself from hypnotism (documentation in Freud’s lectures10) itself part 
of Art Nouveau with which it coincides in time? This is probably a 
question of the first order and one that may be very far-reaching. As a 
corrective to my basic critique I should like to add the following here: 
if I reject the use of the notion of collective consciousness, it is natur-
ally not to leave the ‘bourgeois individual’ intact as the real substratum. 
The interior should be made transparent as a social function and its 
self-containedness should be revealed as an illusion—not vis-à-vis a 
hypostasized collective consciousness, but vis-à-vis the real social pro-
cess itself. The ‘individual’ is a dialectical instrument of transition that 
must not be mythicized away, but can only be superseded. Once more I 
should like to emphasize most strongly the passage about the ‘libera-
tion of things from the bondage of being useful’ as a brilliant turning-
point for a dialectical salvation of the commodity. On p. 169 I should 
be pleased if the theory of the collector and of the interior as a casing 
were elaborated as much as possible.

Baudelaire or the Streets of Paris

On p. 170 I should like to call your attention to Maupassant’s La Nuit 
which seems to me the dialectical capstone to Poe’s Man of the Crowd as 
cornerstone. I find the passage about the crowd as a veil wonderful. 
P. 171 is the place for the critique of the dialectical image. You un-
doubtedly know better than I do that the theory given here does not 
yet do justice to the enormous demands of the subject. I should only 
like to say that ambiguity is not the translation of the dialectic into an 

10 The reference is to Freud’s Introductory Lecture on Psychoanalysis of 1916–17.
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image, but the ‘trace’ of that image which itself must first be dialecti-
cized by theory. I seem to remember that there is a serviceable statement 
concerning this in the Interior chapter of my Kierkegaard book. Re 
p. 172, perhaps the last stanza of the great ‘Femmes Damnées’ from 
[Baudelaire’s] Pièces condamnées. In my view, the concept of false con-
sciousness must be treated with the greatest caution and should in no 
case be used any longer without reference to its Hegelian(!) origin. 
‘Snob’ was originally not an aesthetic concept but a social one; it was 
given currency by Thackeray. A very clear distinction should be made 
between snob and dandy; the history of the snob should be inves-
tigated, and Proust furnishes you the most splendid material for this. 
Your thesis on p. 171 about l’art pour l’art and the total work of art 
seems untenable to me in its present form. The total work of art and 
aestheticism in the precise sense of the word are not identical, but dia-
metrically opposed attempts to escape from the commodity character. 
Thus Baudelaire’s relationship to Wagner is as dialectical as his associa-
tion with a prostitute.

Haussmann or the Barricades

I am not at all satisfied with the theory of speculation on p. 174. For one 
thing, the theory of games of chance which was so magnificently in-
cluded in the draft of the Arcades study is missing; another thing that is 
lacking is a real economic theory of the speculator. Speculation is the 
negative expression of the irrationality of capitalistic reason. Perhaps it 
would be possible to cope with this passage, too, by means of ‘extra-
polation to extremes’. An explicit theory of perspective would be 
indicated on p. 176; I believe there was something on that in the 
original draft. The stereoscope, which was invented between 1810 and 
1820, is pertinent here. The fine dialectical conception of the Hauss-
mann chapter could perhaps be brought out more precisely in your 
study than it is in the draft, where one has to interpret it first.

I must ask you once more to excuse the carping form of these com-
ments; but I believe I owe you at least a few localizations of my basic 
criticism.

In true friendship

II  From Adorno to Benjamin
London, 18 March 1936

Dear Herr Benjamin:

If today I proceed to convey to you some notes on your extraordinary 
study [‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction’], I 
certainly have no intention of offering you criticism or even an adequate 
response. The terrible pressure of work on me—the big book on logic,11

11 This was the philosophical work, a critique 0f phenomenology, on which Adorno 
was engaged while at Oxford. It was eventually published in Stuttgart in 1956 as
Zur Metakritik der Erkenntnisitheorie. Studien über Husserl und die phänomenologiscben 
Antinomien.
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the completion of my contribution to the monograph on Berg12, which 
is ready except for two analyses, and the study on jazz13—makes any-
such endeavour hopeless. This is especially true of a production in the 
face of which I am very seriously aware of the inadequacy of written 
communication, for there is not a sentence which I would not wish to 
discuss with you in detail. I cling to the hope that this will be possible 
very soon, but on the other hand I do not want to wait so long to give 
you some kind of response, however insufficient it may be.

Let me therefore confine myself to one main theme. My ardent interest 
and my complete approval attach to that aspect of your study which 
appears to me to carry out your original intention—the dialectical con-
struction of the relationship between myth and history—within the 
intellectual field of the materialistic dialectic: namely, the dialectical self-
dissolution of myth, which is here viewed as the disenchantment of art. 
You know that the subject of the ‘liquidation of art’ has for many 
years underlain my aesthetic studies and that my emphatic espousal of 
the primacy of technology, especially in music, must be understood 
strictly in this sense and in that of your second technique. It does not 
surprise me if we find common ground here; it does not surprise me, 
because in your book on the Baroque you accomplished the differenti-
ation of the allegory from the symbol (in the new terminology, the 
‘aural’ symbol) and in your Einbahnstrasse14 you differentiated the work 
of art from magical documentation. It is a fine confirmation—I hope 
it does not sound immodest if I say: for both of us—that in an essay on 
Schönberg which appeared in a Festschrift two years ago15 and with 
which you are not familiar, I assayed formulations about technology 
and dialectics as well as the alteration of relationships to technology, 
which are in perfect communication with your own.

The Autonomy of Art

It is this communication which for me constitutes the criterion for the 
differences that I must register, with no other aim than to serve our 
‘general line’ which is now so clearly discernible. In doing so, perhaps I 
can start out by following our old method of immanent criticism. In 
those of your earlier writings, from whose great continuity your pre-
sent essay now develops, you differentiated the idea of the work of art as 
a structure from the symbol of theology and from the taboo of magic. I 
now find it disquieting—and here I see a sublimated remnant of certain 
Brechtian motifs—that you now casually transfer the concept of magical 
aura to the ‘autonomous work of art’ and flatly assign to the latter a 
counter-revolutionary function. I need not assure you that I am fully 
aware of the magical element in the bourgeois work of art (particu-
larly since I constantly attempt to expose the bourgeois philosophy of 
idealism, which is associated with the concept of aesthetic autonomy, 

12 Included in Willi Reich (ed), Alban Berg, Vienna 1937.
13 Published as ‘Über Jazz’ in the Zeitschrift für Sozialforschung, 5, 1936, and later in-
cluded in Adorno’s volume Moments Musicaux, Frankfurt 1964. For Adorno’s views 
on jazz, see also his essay ‘Perennial Fashion—Jazz’, Prisms, London 1967.
14 Benjamin’s volume of aphorisms Einbahnstrasse was published in Berlin in 1928.
15 This essay, ‘Des dialektische Komponist’, was originally published in Vienna in 
1934, and then later included in Adorno’s collection Impromptus, Frankfurt 1968.
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as mythical in the fullest sense). However, it seems to me that the centre 
of the autonomous work of art does not itself belong on the side of 
myth—excuse my topic parlance—but is inherently dialectical; within 
itself it crosses the magical with the sign of freedom. If I remember 
correctly, you once said something similar in connection with Mal-
larmé, and I cannot express to you my feeling about your entire essay 
more clearly than by telling you that I constantly found myself wishing 
for a study about Mallarmé as a counterpoint to your essay, a study 
which, in my estimation, you owe us as one of your most important 
contributions. Dialectical though your essay may be, it is not so in the 
case of the autonomous work of art itself; it disregards an elementary 
experience which becomes more evident to me every day in my own 
musical experience—that precisely the uttermost consistency in the 
pursuit of the technical laws of autonomous art changes this art and 
instead of rendering it into a taboo or fetish, approximates it to the 
state of freedom, of something that can consciously be produced and 
made. I know of no better materialistic programme than that statement 
by Mallarmé in which he defines works of literature as something not 
inspired but made of words; and the greatest figures of reaction, such as 
Valéry and Borchardt (the latter with his essay about villas16 which, 
despite an unspeakable comment about workers, could be taken over 
materialistically in its entirety), have this dynamite ready in their inner-
most cells. If you defend the kitsch film against the ‘quality’ film, no one 
can be more in agreement with you than I am; but l’art pour l’art is just 
as much in need of a defence, and the united front which exists against 
it and which to my knowledge extends from Brecht to the Youth 
Movement, would be encouragement enough to undertake a rescue. [In 
your essay on The Elective Affinities]17 you speak of play and semblance 
as the elements of art; but I do not see why play should be dialectical, 
and semblance—the semblance which you have saved in Ottilie who, 
together with Mignon and Helena,18 now fares so ill—should not. And 
at this point, to be sure, the debate turns political quickly enough. For 
if you render technicization and alienation dialectical very rightly, but 
not in equal measure the world of objectified subjectivity, the political 
effect is to credit the proletariat (as the cinema’s subject) directly with 
an achievement which, according to Lenin, it can realize only through 
a theory introduced by intellectuals as dialectical subjects, who them-
selves belong to the sphere of works of art which you have consigned 
to Hell. Understand me correctly. I would not want to safeguard the 
autonomy of the work of art as a prerogative, and I agree with you 
that the aural element of the work of art is declining—not only because 
of its technical reproducibility, incidentally, but above all because of the 
fulfilment of its own ‘autonomous’ formal laws (this is the subject of 
the theory of musical reproduction which Kolisch and I have been 
planning for years). But the autonomy of the work of art, and there-
fore its material form, is not identical with the magical element in it.
16 Rudolf Borchardt (1877–1945) was a prominent litterateur in Germany, whose 
essay on Tuscan villas is included in the edited volume of his writings, Prosa III, 
Stuttgart 1960, pp. 38–70.
17 Benjamin’s essay Goethes Wahlverwandschaften was published in Hofmannsthal’s 
journal Neue Deutsche Beiträge in 1924–5.
18 Characters in Goethe’s Elective Affinities, Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship, and 
Faust II, respectively.
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The reification of a great work of art is not just loss, any more than the 
reification of the cinema is all loss. It would be bourgeois reaction to 
negate the reification of the cinema in the name of the ego, and it would 
border on anarchism to revoke the reification of a great work of art in 
the spirit of immediate use-values. ‘Les extrèmes me touchent’ [Gide], just 
as they touch you—but only if the dialectic of the undermost is equiva-
lent to the dialectic of the uppermost, rather than the latter simply 
decaying. Both bear the stigmata of capitalism, both contain elements 
of change (naturally never and nowhere the middle-term between 
Schönberg and the American film). Both are torn halves of an integral 
freedom, to which however they do not add up. It would be romantic 
to sacrifice one to the other, either as the bourgeois romanticism of the 
conservation of personality and all that stuff, or as the anarchistic 
romanticism of blind confidence in the spontaneous power of the pro-
letariat in the historical process—a proletariat which is itself a product 
of bourgeois society.

To a certain extent I must accuse your essay of this second romanti-
cism. You have swept art out of the corners of its taboos—but it is as 
though you feared a consequent inrush of barbarism (who could share 
your fear more than I?) and protected yourself by raising what you 
fear to a kind of inverse taboo. The laughter of the audience at a 
cinema—I discussed this with Max, and he has probably told you about 
it already—is anything but good and revolutionary; instead, it is full of 
the worst bourgeois sadism. I very much doubt the expertise of the 
newspaper boys who discuss sports; and despite its shock-like seduc-
tion I do not find your theory of distraction convincing—if only for the 
simple reason that in a communist society work will be organized in 
such a way that people will no longer be so tired and so stultified that 
they need distraction. On the other hand, certain concepts of capitalist 
practice, like that of the test, seem to me almost ontologically con-
gealed and taboo-like in function—whereas if anything does have an 
aural character, it is surely the film which possesses it to an extreme and 
highly suspect degree. To select only one more small item: the idea 
that a reactionary is turned into a member of the avant-garde by 
expert knowledge of Chaplin’s films strikes me as another out-and-out 
romanticization. For I cannot number Kracauer’s19 favourite director, 
even after Modern Times, as an avant-garde artist (the reason will be made 
perfectly clear by my study on jazz), nor do I believe that any of the 
decent elements in this work are apperceived. One need only have 
heard the laughter of the audience at the film to know what is actually 
happening. Your dig against Werfel gave me pure pleasure. But if 
you take Mickey Mouse instead, things are far more complicated, and 
the serious question arises as to whether the reproduction of every 
person really constitutes that a priori of the film which you claim it to be, 
or whether instead this reproduction precisely belongs to that ‘naïve 
realism’ whose bourgeois nature we so thoroughly agreed upon in 
Paris. After all, it is hardly an accident if that modern art, which you 
counterpose to technical art as aural, is of such inherently dubious 
quality as Vlaminck20 and Rilke. The lower sphere, to be sure, can 
19 Siegfried Kracauer, long a friend 0f Adorno, was the author of From Caligari to 
Hitler, Princeton 1947, an attack on German expressionist cinema.
2° Changed t0 Dérain in the published version of Benjamin’s essay.
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score an easy victory over the latter; but if instead there were the names 
of, let us say, Kafka and Schönberg, the problem would be posed very 
differently. Certainly Schönberg’s music is not aural.

Technique and Politics

Accordingly, what I would postulate is more dialectics. On the one 
hand, dialectical penetration of the ‘autonomous’ work of art which is 
transcended by its own technology into a planned work; on the other, 
an even stronger dialecticization of utilitarian art in its negativity, 
which indeed you do not mistake but which you designate by relatively 
abstract categories like ‘film capital’, without tracking it down to its 
ultimate lair, as immanent irrationality. When I spent a day in the 
studios of Neubabelsberg two years ago, what impressed me most was 
how little montage and all the advanced techniques that you exalt are 
actually used; rather, reality is everywhere constructed with an infantile 
mimetism and then ‘photographed’. You under-estimate the tech-
nicality of autonomous art and over-estimate that of dependent art; 
this, in plain terms, would be my main objection. But this objection 
could only be given effect as a dialectic between extremes which you 
tear apart. In my estimation, this would involve nothing other than the 
complete liquidation of the Brechtian motifs which have already under-
gone an extensive transformation in your study—above all, the 
liquidation of any appeal to the immediacy of interconnected aesthetic 
effects, however fashioned, and to the actual consciousness of actual 
workers, who have absolutely no advantage over the bourgeois except 
their interest in the revolution, but otherwise bear all the marks of 
mutilation of the typical bourgeois character. This prescribes our 
function for us clearly enough—which I certainly do not mean in the 
sense of an activist conception of ‘intellectuals’. But it cannot mean 
either that we may only escape the old taboos by entering into new 
ones—‘tests’, so to speak. The goal of the revolution is the abolition of 
fear. Therefore we need have no fear of it, not need we ontologize our 
fear. It is not bourgeous idealism if, in full knowledge and without 
mental prohibitions, we maintain our solidarity with the proletariat 
instead of making of our own necessity a virtue of the proletariat, as we 
are always tempted to do—the proletariat which itself experiences the 
same necessity and needs us for knowledge as much as we need the pro-
letariat to make the revolution. I am convinced that the further 
development of the aesthetic debate which you have so magnificently 
inaugurated, depends essentially on a true accounting of the relation-
ship of the intellectuals to the working-class.

Excuse the haste of these notes. All this could be seriously settled only 
on the basis of the details in which the Good Lord—possibly not magical 
after all—dwells.* Only the shortage of time leads me to use the large 
categories which you have taught me strictly to avoid. In order at least 
to indicate to you the concrete passages to which I refer, I have left my 
spontaneous pencilled annotations on the manuscript, though some of 
them may be too spontaneous to be communicated. I beg your indul-
gence for this as well as for the sketchy nature of my letter.

*A reference to the programmatic dictum of the art historian Aby Warburg: Der
liebe Gott wohnt in Detail (The Good Lord dwells in details).
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I am going to Germany on Sunday. It is possible that I shall be able to 
complete my jazz study there, something that I unfortunately did not 
have time to do in London. In that case I would send it to you without 
a covering letter and ask you to send it on to Max immediately after 
reading it (it probably will amount to no more than 25 printed pages). 
This is not certain, because I do not know whether I shall find the time 
nor, especially, whether the nature of this study will permit me to send 
it from Germany without the greatest danger. Max has probably told 
you that the idea of the clown is its focal point. I would be very 
pleased if it appeared together with your study. Its subject is a very 
modest one, but it probably converges with yours in its decisive points, 
and will attempt to express positively some of the things that I have 
formulated negatively today. It arrives at a complete verdict on jazz, in 
particular by revealing its ‘progressive’ elements (semblance of mon-
tage, collective work, primacy of reproduction over production) as 
façades of something that is in truth quite reactionary. I believe that I 
have succeeded in really decoding jazz and defining its social function. 
Max was quite taken with my study, and I could well imagine that you 
will be, too. In general, I feel that our theoretical disagreement is not 
really a discord between us, but rather, that it is my task to hold your 
arm steady until the sun of Brecht has once more submerged in exotic 
waters. Please understand my criticisms only in this sense.

I cannot conclude, however, without telling you that your few sentences 
about the disintegration of the proletariat as ‘masses’ through revolu-
tion21 are among the profoundest and most powerful statements of 
political theory that I have encountered since I read State and Revolution.

In old friendship, yours,

Teddie Wiesengrund

I should also like to express to you my particular agreement with your 
theory of Dadaism. It fits into the essay as nicely as the ‘bombast’ and 
the ‘horrors’ fit into your Baroque book.

III  From Adorno to Benjamin
New York, 10 November 1938

Dear Walter:

The tardiness of this letter raises a menacing accusation against me and 
all of us. But perhaps this accusation already contains a grain of 
defence. For it is almost self-evident that a full month’s delay in my 
response to your Baudelaire cannot be due to negligence.

The reasons are entirely objective in nature. They involve the attitude 
of all of us to the manuscript, and, considering my special interest in 
the question of the Arcades study, I can probably say without im-
modesty, my attitude in particular. I had been looking forward to the 

21 This passage does not appear in any 0f the published versions of Benjamin’s essay.
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arrival of the Baudelaire with the greatest eagerness and literally de-
voured the study. I am full of admiration for the fact that you were able 
to complete it by the appointed time, and it is this admiration which 
makes it particularly hard for me to speak of that which has come 
between my passionate expectation and the text itself.

Your idea of providing in the Baudelaire a model for the Arcades study 
was something I took with uncommon seriousness, and I approached 
the satanic scene much as Faust approached the phantasmagoria of the 
Brocken mountain, when he thought that many a riddle would now be 
solved. May I be excused for having had to give myself Mephisto-
pheles’ reply that many a riddle poses itself anew? Can you understand 
that the reading of your treatise, one of whose chapters is entitled The
Flâneur and another Modernism, produced a certain disappointment in 
me?

Ascetic Abstention

The basic reason for this disappointment is that those parts of the study 
with which I am familiar do not constitute a model for the Arcades 
project so much as a prelude to it. Motifs are assembled but not 
elaborated. In your covering letter to Max [Horkheimer] you repre-
sented this as your express intention, and I am aware of the ascetic 
discipline which you exert to omit everywhere the decisive theoretical 
answers to questions, and even make the questions themselves apparent 
only to initiates. But I should like to ask you whether such an asceticism 
can be sustained in the face of this subject and in a context of such com-
manding inner pretension. As a faithful reader of your writings I know 
very well that in your work there is no lack of precedents for your pro-
cedure. I remember, for example, your essays on Proust and on Sur-
realism which appeared in Die literarische Welt. But can this method be 
applied to the complex of the Arcades? Panorama and ‘traces’, flâneur 
and arcades, modernism and the unchanging, without a theoretical inter-
pretation—is that a ‘material’ which can patiently await decipherment 
without being consumed by its own aura? Rather, if the pragmatic sub-
stance of these topics is isolated, does it not conspire in almost demonic 
fashion against the possibility of its own interpretation? In one of our 
unforgettable conversations in Königstein, you said that each idea in 
the Arcades really had to be wrested away from a realm in which mad-
ness reigns. I wonder whether such ideas need to be as immured behind 
impenetrable layers of material, as your ascetic discipline demands. In 
your present study the arcades are introduced with a reference to the 
narrowness of the pavements which impede the flâneur on the streets.22

This pragmatic introduction, it seems to me, prejudices the objectivity 
of phantasmagoria, something that I so stubbornly insisted upon even 
at the time of our Hornberg correspondence, as much as does the dis-
position of the first chapter to reduce phantasmagoria to types of 
behaviour of the literary bohème. You need not fear that I shall suggest 
that in your study phantasmagoria should survive unmediated or that 
the study itself should assume a phantasmagoric character. But the 
liquidation of phantasmagoria can only be accomplished with true 

22 See Charles Baudelaire, p. 36.
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profundity if they are treated as an objective historico-philosophical 
category and not as a ‘vision’ of social characters. It is precisely at this 
point that your conception differs from all other attempts to approach 
the 19th century. But the redemption of your postulate cannot be post-
poned ad Kalendas Graecas [forever] or ‘prepared’ by a more harmless 
presentation of the matters in question. This is my objection. If in the 
third part, to use the old formulation, prehistory in the 19th century 
takes the place of the prehistory of the 19th century—most clearly in 
Péguy’s statement about Victor Hugo23—this is only another expres-
sion for the same actual content.

But it seems to me that my objection by no means concerns only the 
questionable effect of ‘abstention’ in a subject which, so it seems to me, 
is transported by ascetic refusal of interpretation towards a realm to 
which asceticism is opposed: the realm where history and magic 
oscillate. Rather, I see a close connection between the points at which 
your essay falls behind its own a priori, and its relationship to dialectical 
materialism—and here in particular I speak not only for myself but 
equally for Max, with whom I have had a very exhaustive discussion of 
this question. Let me express myself in as simple and Hegelian a 
manner as possible. Unless I am very much mistaken, your dialectic 
lacks one thing: mediation. Throughout your text there is a tendency to 
relate the pragmatic contents of Baudelaire’s work immediately to 
adjacent features in the social history of his time, preferably economic 
features. I have in mind the passage about the tax on wine, certain 
statements about the barricades,24 or the above-mentioned passage 
about the arcades,25 which seems particularly problematic to me, for 
precisely here the transition from a general theoretical discussion of 
physiologies to the ‘concrete’ representation of the flâneur is especially 
precarious.

The Dangers of Economism

I get a sense of such artificiality wherever you put things in meta-
phorical rather than definite terms. A case in point is the passage about 
the transformation of the city into an intérieur for the flâneur;26 there one 
of the most powerful ideas in your study seems to me to be presented 
as a mere as-if. There is a very close connection between such material-
istic excursions, in which one never quite loses the apprehension that 
one feels for a swimmer who, covered with goose pimples, plunges 
into cold water, and the appeal to concrete modes of behaviour like 
that of the flâneur, or the subsequent passage about the relationship 
between seeing and hearing in the city, which uses a quotation from 
Simmel not entirely by accident.27 I am not quite at ease with all this. 
You need not fear that I shall use this likely opportunity to mount my 
hobby-horse. I shall content myself with serving it, in passing, a lump 
of sugar, and for the rest I shall try to give you the theoretical grounds 
for my aversion to that particular type of concreteness and its be-

23 Charles Baudelaire, p. 84.
24 Charles Baudelaire, p. 17ff, pp. 15–16. 
25 Charles Baudelaire, p. 36.
26 Charles Baudelaire, p. 37.
27 Charles Baudelaire, pp. 37–8. 
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haviouristic overtones. The reason is that I regard it as methodologic-
ally unfortunate to give conspicuous individual features from the realm 
of the superstructure a ‘materialistic’ turn by relating them immediately 
and perhaps even causally to corresponding features of the infrastruc-
ture. Materialist determination of cultural traits is only possible if it is 
mediated through the total social process.

Even though Baudelaire’s wine poems may have been motivated by 
the wine tax and the town gates, the recurrence of these motifs in Baude-
laire’s work can only be explained by the overall social and economic 
tendency of the age—that is, in keeping with your formulation of the 
problem sensu strictissimo, by analysis of the commodity form in Baude-
laire’s epoch. No one is more familiar with the difficulties this involves 
than I am; the phantasmagoria chapter in my Wagner28 unquestion-
ably has not mastered these problems as yet. Your Arcades study in its 
definitive form will not be able to evade the same obligation. The 
direct inference from the tax on wine to L’Ame du Vin imputes to the 
phenomena precisely that kind of spontaneity, palpability, and density 
which they have lost in capitalism. In this sort of immediate—I would 
almost say again, anthropological—materialism, there is a profoundly 
romantic element, and the more crassly and roughly you confront the 
Baudelairean world of forms with the necessities of life, the more 
clearly I detect it. The ‘mediation’ which I miss, and find obscured by 
materialistic-historiographic invocation, is nothing other than the 
theory which your study omits. The omission of theory affects your 
empirical evidence itself. On the one hand, it lends it a deceptively epic 
character, and on the other it deprives the phenomena, which are ex-
perienced only subjectively, of their real historico-philosophical 
weight. To express it another way: the theological motif of calling 
things by their names tends to change into a wide-eyed presentation of 
mere facts. If one wished to put it very drastically, one could say that 
your study is located at the crossroads of magic and positivism. That 
spot is bewitched. Only theory could break the spell—your own 
resolute, salutarily speculative theory. It is the claim of this theory alone 
that I am bringing against you.

Forgive me if this brings me to a subject which is bound to be my 
particular concern after my experiences with the Wagner study. I am 
referring to the ragpicker. It seems to me that his destiny as the figure 
of the lower limits of poverty is certainly not brought out by 
the way the word ragpicker appears in your study.29 It contains 
none of the dog-like cringing, nothing of the sack on his back or the 
voice which, for instance, in Charpentier’s Louise provides, as it were, 
the source of black light for an entire opera. There is nothing in it of 
the comet’s tail of jeering children behind the old man. If I may venture 
into the region of the arcades once more: in the figure of the ragpicker 
the retreat of cloaca and catacomb should have been decoded theoretic-
ally. But I wonder whether I exaggerate in assuming that your failure 
to do so is related to the fact that the capitalist function of the rag-
picker—namely, to subject even rubbish to exchange value—is not 
28 See Adorno’s study, Versuch über Wagner, Frankfurt 1952, p. 90ff.
29 Charles Baudelaire, pp. 19–20.
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articulated. At this point the asceticism of your study takes on features 
which would be worthy of Savonarola. For the return of the ragpicker 
in the Baudelaire quotation in the third section comes within reach of 
this connection.30 How much it must have cost you not to reach for it!

Benjamin and Marxism

With this, I believe, I am getting to the centre of my criticism. The im-
pression which your entire study conveys, and it certainly has had this 
effect not only on me and my arcades orthodoxy, is that you have con-
strained yourself. Your solidarity with the Institute [of Social Research], 
which pleases no one more than myself, has induced you to pay tributes 
to Marxism which are not quite suited either to Marxism or to your-
self. They are not suited to Marxism because the mediation through the 
total social process is missing, and you superstitiously attribute to 
material enumeration a power of illumination which is never reserved 
for a pragmatic reference but only for theoretical construction. They do 
not suit your own special substance because you have denied yourself 
your boldest and most fruitful ideas in a kind of pre-censorship accord-
ing to materialist categories (which by no means coincide with the 
Marxist categories), even though it may be merely in the form of the 
above-mentioned postponement. I speak not only for myself, who am 
not competent, but equally for Horkheimer and the others when I tell 
you that all of us are convinced that it would not only be beneficial to 
‘your’ production if you elaborated your ideas without such considera-
tions (in Sam Remo you raised counter-objections to this objection, 
and I am taking these very seriously), but that it would also be most 
helpful to the cause of dialectical materialism and the theoretical in-
terests represented by the Institute, if you surrendered to your specific 
insights and conclusions without adding to them ingredients which 
you obviously find so distasteful to swallow that I cannot really regard 
them as a boon. God knows there is only one truth, and if your intelli-
gence lays hold of this one truth in categories which on the basis of 
your idea of materialism may seem apocryphal to you, you will capture 
more of this one truth than if you use an intellectual armature which 
your hand resists at every turn. After all, there is more about this truth 
in Nietzsche’s Genealogy of Morals than in Bukharin’s ABC of Com-
munism. I am confident that the thesis I am arguing is above suspicion of 
laxity and eclecticism. Your study of Goethe’s Elective Affinities and 
your Baroque book are better Marxism than the wine tax and the 
deduction of phantasmagoria from the behaviour of the feuilletonists. 
You may be confident that we are ready to make the most extreme 
experiments of your theory our own. But we are similarly confident 
that you will actually make these experiments. Gretel once said in jest 
that you are an inhabitant of the cave-like depths of your Arcades and 
that you shrink from finishing your study because you are afraid of 
having to leave the edifice. Let us encourage you to give us access to the 
holy of holies. I believe you need not be concerned with either the 
stability of the structure or its profanation.

As regards the fate of your study, a rather strange situation has de-

30 Charles Baudelaire, p. 79–80.
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veloped, in which I have had to act much like the singer of the song 
‘It is done to the sound of a muffled drum’.* Publication in the current 
issues of our periodical proved impossible because the weeks of dis-
cussion of your study would have caused an intolerable delay in our 
printing schedule. There was a plan to print the second chapter in 
extenso and the third in part; Leo Löwenthal urged that this be done. I 
myself am definitely opposed to it—not for editorial reasons, but for 
your own sake and for the sake of Baudelaire. This study does not 
represent you as it, of all your writings, must represent you. But since 
I am of the firm and unalterable conviction that it will be possible for 
you to produce a Baudelaire manuscript of full impact, I should like to 
entreat you to forego the publication of the present version and to 
write that other version. Whether the latter would have to possess a 
new formal structure or could be essentially identical with the still un-
written final part of your book on Baudelaire, I cannot surmise. You 
alone can decide this. I should like to make it plain that this is a request 
on my part and not an editorial decision or a rejection.

. . .

Let me close with some epilegomena to the Baudelaire. First a stanza 
from the second Mazeppa poem of Victor Hugo (the man who is 
supposed to see all these things is Mazeppa, tied to the back of the 
horse):

Les six lunes d’Herschel, l’anneau du vieux Saturne, 
Le pôle, arrondissant une aurore nocturne

Sur son front boréal,
Il voit tout; et pour lui ton vol, que rien ne lasse,
De ce monde sans borne à chaque instant déplace 

L’horizon idéal.

Also, the tendency toward ‘unqualified statements’ which you observe, 
citing Balzac and the description of the employees in ‘The Man of the 
Crowd’,31 applies, astonishingly enough, to Sade as well. One of the 
first tormentors of Justine, a banker, is described as follows: ‘Monsieur 
Dubourg, gros, court, et insolent comme tous les financiers’. The 
motif of the unknown beloved appears in rudimentary form in Hebbel’s 
poem about an unknown woman which contains these memorable 
lines: Und kann ich Form Dir und Gestalt nicht geben, so reisst auch keine 
Form Dich in die Gruft [And even if I cannot give you form and shape, 
no form will thrust you into the grave]. Finally, a few sentences from 
the Herbst-Blumine of Jean Paul which is a real trouvaille [find]: ‘The day 
received one single sun, but the night received a thousand suns, and the 
endless blue sea of the ether seems to be sinking down to us in a 
drizzle of light. How many street lamps shimmer up and down the whole 
long Milky Way! These are lit, too, even though it is summer or the 
moon is shining. Meanwhile, the night does not merely adorn itself 
with the cloak full of stars which the ancients depicted it as wearing 

* ‘Es geht bei gedämpfter Trommel Klang’—the opening line 0f ‘Der Soldat’ by 
Hans Christian Andersen, translated by Adelbert von Chamisso and set to music by 
Robert Schumann.
31 Charles Baudelaire, pp. 39.
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and which I shall more tastefully call its religious vestments rather than 
its ducal robe; it carries its beautification much farther and imitates 
the ladies of Spain. They replace the jewels in their head-dress with 
glow-worms in the darkness, and like them the night studs the lower 
part of its cloak, where there are no glittering stars, with such little 
animals, and often the children take them off.’ The following sentences 
from a quite different piece in the same collection seem to me to belong 
in the same context:

‘And more of the same; for I noticed not only that Italy was a moonlit 
Eden to us poor drift-ice people, because daily or nightly we encoun-
tered there the living fulfilment of the universal adolescent dream of 
nights spent wandering and singing, but I also asked why people 
merely walked around and sang in the streets at night like peevish 
nightwatchmen, instead of whole evening-star and morning-star 
parties assembling and in a colourful procession (for every soul was in 
love) roaming through the most magnificent leafy woods and the 
brightly moonlit flowery meadows, and giving two more flute em-
bouchures to the joyful harmony—namely, the double-ended extension 
of the brief night by a sunrise and a sunset plus the added dawn and 
dusk.’ The idea that the longing which draws one to Italy is a longing 
for a country where one does not need to sleep is profoundly related 
to the later image of the roofed-over city. But the light which rests 
equally on the two images is presumably none other than the light of the 
gas lamp, with which Jean Paul was not acquainted.

Tout entier yours

IV  From Benjamin to Adorno
Paris, 9 December 1938

Dear Teddie:

It will not have surprised you to notice that it took me some time to 
draft my reply to your letter of 10 November. Even though the long 
delay of your letter placed its contents in the realm of the surmisable, it 
still came as a jolt to me. Also, I wanted to await the arrival of the 
galleys which you had promised me, and they did not come until 
6 December. The time thus gained gave me a chance to weigh your 
critique as prudently as I could. I am far from considering it unfruitful, 
let alone incomprehensible. I will try to react to it in basic terms.

I shall be guided by a sentence on the first page of your letter. You 
write: ‘Panorama and traces, flâneur and arcades, modernism and the 
unchanging, without a theoretical interpretation—is that a material 
which can patiently await decipherment?’ The understandable impa-
tience with which you searched the manuscript for a definite signalement 
[characterization] has, in my opinion, led you astray from it in some 
important respects. In particular you were bound to arrive at what was 
to you a disappointing view of the third section, once it had escaped 
your attention that nowhere is modernism cited as the unchanging; 
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actually, this important key concept is not used at all in the completed 
portion of my study.

Since the sentence quoted above offers, as it were, a compendium of 
your criticisms, I should like to go over it word by word. First you 
mention the panorama. In my text I refer to it in passing. In point of 
fact, in the context of Baudelaire’s work the panoramic view is not 
appropriate. Since that passage is not destined to have correspondences 
in either the first or the third part, it would perhaps be best to omit it. 
The second item you mention is the ‘trace’. In my covering letter I 
wrote that the philosophical foundations of the book cannot be perceived 
from the vantage point of the second part. If a concept like the trace 
was to be given a convincing interpretation, it had to be introduced 
with complete naturalness at the empirical level. This could have been 
done yet more convincingly. Actually, my first act after my return was 
to find a very important passage in Poe bearing on my construction of 
the detective story out of the obliteration or fixation of the traces of the 
individual in the big-city crowd. But the treatment of traces in the 
second part must remain on this level, precisely in order later to under-
go in the decisive contexts a lightning illumination. This illumination 
is intended. The concept of the trace finds its philosophical determina-
tion in opposition to the concept of aura.

The next item in the sentence which I am examining is the flâneur. Even 
though I am well aware of the profound inner concern on which both 
your material and your personal objections are based, your erroneous 
estimate here makes me feel as if the ground were giving way under my 
feet. Thank God there is a branch that I can cling to, which seems of 
firm timber. It is your reference elsewhere to the fruitful tension between 
your theory about the consumption of exchange value and my theory 
about empathy with the soul of the commodity. I too believe that this is 
a theory in the strictest sense of the word, and my discussion of the 
flâneur culminates in it. This is the place, and to be sure the only one in 
this section, where the theory comes into its own in unobstructed form. 
It breaks like a single ray of light into an artificially darkened chamber. 
But this ray, broken down prismatically, suffices to give an idea of the 
nature of the light whose focus lies in the third part of the book. That is 
why this theory of the flâneur, the improvability of which in some 
points I shall discuss below, is an adequate realization of the representa-
tion of the flâneur which I have had in mind for many years.

I go on to the next term, arcades. I feel so much the less inclined to say 
anything about it, as the bottomless bonhomie of its use cannot have 
escaped you. Why question this term? Unless I am very much mistaken, 
the arcade is really not destined to enter the context of the Baudelaire 
in any but this playful form. It occurs like the picture of a rocky spring 
on a drinking cup. That is why the invaluable passage from Jean Paul 
to which you referred me does not belong in the Baudelaire. Finally, 
in regard to modernism: as my text makes clear, this is Baudelaire’s own 
term. The section thus headed could not go beyond the limits imposed 
upon the word by Baudelaire’s usage. But you will remember from San 
Remo that these limits are by no means definitive. The philosophical 
reconnaissance of modernism is assigned to the third part, where it is
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initiated with the concept of Art Nouveau and concluded with the 
dialectics of the new and the unchanging.

The Role of Philology

Remembering our conversations in San Remo, I should like to pro-
ceed to the passage in your letter where you refer to them yourself. If I 
refused there, in the name of my own productive interests, to adopt an 
esoteric intellectual development for myself and, disregarding the 
interests of dialectical materialism, . . . to get down to business, this 
involved, in the final analysis, not . . . mere loyalty to dialectical material-
ism, but solidarity with the experiences which all of us have shared in 
the past 15 years. Here too, then, it is a matter of very personal produc-
tive interests of mine; I cannot deny that they may occasionally tend to 
do violence to my original interests. Between them lies an antagonism 
of which I would not even in my dreams wish to be relieved. The over-
coming of this antagonism constitutes the problem of my study, and 
the problem is one of construction. I believe that speculation can start 
its necessarily bold flight with some prospect of success only if, instead 
of putting on the waxen wings of the esoteric, it seeks its source of 
strength in construction alone. It is because of the needs of construc-
tion that the second part of my book consists primarily of philological 
material. What is involved there is less an ‘ascetic discipline’ than a 
methodological precaution. Incidentally, this philological part was the 
only one that could be completed independently—a circumstance which 
I had to bear in mind.

When you speak of a ‘wide-eyed presentation of mere facts’, you 
characterize the true philological attitude. This attitude was necessary 
not only for its results, but had to be built into the construction 
for its own sake. It is true that the indifference between magic and 
positivism, as you so aptly formulate it, should be liquidated. In 
other words, the philological interpretation of the author ought to be 
preserved and surpassed in the Hegelian manner by dialectical materia-
lists. Philology is the examination of a text which proceeds by details 
and so magically fixates the reader on it. That which Faust took home 
in black and white,32 and Grimm’s devotion to little things, are closely 
related. They have in common that magical element whose exorcism is 
reserved for philosophy, here for the final part.

Astonishment, so you write in your Kierkegaard, indicates ‘the pro-
foundest insight into the relationship between dialectics, myth, and 
image’. It might be tempting for me to invoke this passage. But instead 
I will propose to emend it (as I am planning to do on another occasion 
with a subsequent definition of the dialectical image). I believe it should 
say that astonishment is an outstanding object of such an insight. The 
appearance of closed facticity which attaches to a philological investi-
gation and places the investigator under its spell, fades to the extent 
that the object is construed in an historical perspective. The base lines 
of this construction converge in our own historical experience. Thus
32 In the Studierzimmer scene of Goethe’s Faust, Part I, the student says: ‘Was man 
schwarz auf weiss besitzt, kann man getrost nach Hause tragen.’ (What one possesses 
in black and white one can safely take home.)
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the object constitutes itself as a monad. In the monad everything that 
used to lie in mythical rigidity as a textual finding comes alive. There-
fore it seems a misjudgment of the matter to me if you find in my study 
a ‘direct inference from the wine tax to L’Ame du Vin’. Rather, the 
juncture was established legitimately in the philological context—just 
as it would have analogously been done in the interpretation of a 
classical writer. It gives to the poem the specific gravity which it as-
sumes in a real reading of it—something that has so far not been prac-
tised widely in the case of Baudelaire. Only when this poem has thus 
come into its own, can the work be touched, or perhaps even shaken, 
by interpretation. For the poem in question, an interpretation would 
focus not on matters of taxation but on the significance of intoxication 
for Baudelaire.

If you think of others of my writings, you will find that a critique of the 
attitude of the philologist is an old concern of mine, and it is basically 
identical with my critique of myth. Yet in each case it is this critique 
that provokes the philological effort itself. To use the language of 
Elective Affinities, it presses for the exhibition of the material content 
in which the truth content can be historically revealed. I can understand 
that this aspect of the matter receded in your mind. But thereby so did 
a few important interpretations. I am thinking not only of interpreta-
tions of poems—A une passante—or of prose pieces—The Man of the 
Crowd—but above all of the unlocking of the concept of modernity, 
which it was my particular concern to keep within philological bounds. 

Let me note in passing that the Péguy quotation to which you object 
as an evocation of prehistory in the 19th century, had its proper place 
in preparing the insight that the interpretation of Baudelaire should not 
be based on any chthonian elements. (In my draft of the Arcades project 
I had still attempted that sort of thing). For that reason I believe that 
neither the catacomb nor the cloaca belonged in this interpretation. On 
the other hand, Charpentier’s opera is very promising; I will follow up 
your suggestion when there is an opportunity. The figure of the rag-
picker is of infernal provenance. It will reappear in the third part, set off 
against the chthonian figure of Hugo’s beggar.

. . .

Permit me to add some frank words. It would be rather prejudicial to 
the Baudelaire if no part of this study, the product of a creative tension 
not easily comparable with any of my earlier literary works, appeared 
in your periodical. For one thing, the printed form gives an author 
detachment from his work—something that is of incomparable value. 
Then, too, in such form the text could become the subject of discus-
sion, and no matter how inadequate the people available to me here 
may be, such a discussion could compensate me somewhat for the iso-
lation in which I am working. To my mind, the focal point of such a 
publication would be the theory of the flâneur which I regard as an 
integral part of the Baudelaire study. I am certainly not speaking of an 
unaltered text. The critique of the concept of the masses, as the modern 
metropolis throws it into relief, should be given a more central position 
than it occupies in the present version. This critique, which I initiate in
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my passages on Hugo, should be elaborated by means of an interpreta-
tion of important literary documents. As a model I have in mind the 
section about The Man of the Crowd. The euphemistic interpretation of 
the masses—the physiognomic view of them—should be illustrated by 
an analysis of the E. T. A. Hoffmann novella that is mentioned in my 
study. For Hugo a more detailed clarification should be developed. The 
decisive point is the theoretical progress registered in these successive 
views of the masses; the climax of it is indicated in the text, but this is 
not brought out sufficiently. Hugo rather than Baudelaire lies at its end. 
Hugo anticipated more than any other writer present experiences of the 
masses. The demagogue in him is a component of his genius.

Concluding Comments

You will realize that certain focal points of your critique appear con-
vincing to me. But I am afraid than an outright correction in the spirit 
indicated above would be something very precarious. The missing 
theoretical transparency to which you rightly refer is by no means a 
necessary consequence of the philological procedure prevailing in this 
section. I am more inclined to see it as the result of the fact that this 
procedure as such has not been declared by name. This deficiency may 
be traced in part to the daring attempt to write the second part of the 
book before the first part. Only in this way could the appearance 
have arisen that phantasmagoria are described rather than integrated 
into the construction. The above-mentioned emendations will benefit 
the second part only when it is in every respect anchored in the total 
context. Accordingly, my first step will be to re-examine the total con-
struction.

As regards the sadness I referred to above, there were, apart from my 
presentiment, sufficient reasons for it. For one thing, it is the situation 
of the Jews in Germany, from which none of us can insulate himself. 
Added to this is the serious illness of my sister, who was found to be 
suffering from hereditary arteriosclerosis at the age of 37. She is almost 
immobile and thus also almost incapable of gainful employment. (At 
present she probably still has modest funds). The prognosis at her age 
is almost hopeless. Apart from all this, it is not always possible to live 
here without oppressive anxiety. It is understandable that I am making 
every effort to expedite my naturalization. Unfortunately the necessary 
démarches [steps] cost not only a great deal of time but some money as 
well. Thus at present my horizon is somewhat blocked in this direction, 
too.

The enclosed fragment of a letter to Max dated 17 November 1938, and 
the accompanying message from [Hans] Brill33 concern a matter which 
may wreck my naturalization. You can thus appreciate its importance. 
May I ask you to take this matter in hand and request Max to give 
Brill permission immediately, preferably by telegram, to use the pseu-
donym Hans Fellner rather than my real name for my review in the 
next issue of your journal.

33 Brill was the secretary of the Paris office 0f the Institute for Social Research. 
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This brings me to your new work34 and thus the sunnier portion of this 
letter. The subject matter of your study concerns me in two respects, 
both of which you have indicated. First, in those parts which relate 
certain characteristics of the contemporary acoustic perception of jazz 
to the optical characteristics of the film, which I have described. Ex 
improviso [offhand] I cannot decide whether the different distribution of 
the areas of light and shadow in our respective essays is due to theoreti-
cal divergences. Possibly it is only a case of apparent differences be-
tween our points of view; it may really be a matter of viewing different 
objects with equal adequacy. For it is not to be assumed that acoustic 
and optic perceptions are equally capable of being revolutionized. This 
may explain the fact that the perspective of a variant hearing which 
concludes your essay is not quite clear, at least for someone to whom 
Mahler is not a thoroughly illuminated experience.

In my essay [‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduc-
tion’] I tried to articulate positive moments as clearly as you managed 
to articulate negative ones. Consequently, I see strength in your study 
at a point where mine was weak. Your analysis of the psychological 
types produced by industry and your representation of their mode of 
production are extremely felicitous. If I had devoted more attention to 
this aspect of the matter, my study would have gained in historical 
plasticity. I see more and more clearly that the launching of the sound 
film must be regarded as an operation of the cinema industry designed 
to break the revolutionary primacy of the silent film, which generated 
reactions that were hard to control and hence politically dangerous. An 
analysis of the sound film would constitute a critique of contemporary 
art which would provide a dialectical mediation between your views 
and mine.

What I liked most about the conclusion of your essay is the reservation 
about the idea of progress which is indicated there. For the time being 
you motivate this reservation only casually and by reference to the 
history of the term. I should like to get at its roots and its origins. But I 
am well aware of the difficulties.

Finally I come to your question about the relationship between the 
views developed in your essay and those presented in my section on the 
flâneur. Empathy with the commodity presents itself to self-observation 
or inner experience as empathy with inorganic matter; next to Baudel-
aire, my chief witness here is Flaubert with his Tentation [de Saint-
Antoine]. Basically, however, empathy with the commodity probably is 
empathy with exchange value itself. Actually, one could hardly imagine 
‘consumption’ of exchange value as anything else but empathy with it. 
You write: ‘The consumer really worships the money which he has spent 
for a ticket to a Toscanini concert.’ Empathy with their exchange value 
turns even cannons into an article of consumption more pleasing than 
butter. If in popular parlance it is said of someone that ‘he is loaded; he 
has five million marks’, the ‘racial community’35 itself likewise feels 
that it is ‘loaded’ with a few hundred billion; it empathizes with those 
34 Benjamin is referring to Adorno’s essay ‘Über den Fetischcharakter in der Musik 
and die Regression des Hörens’, published in the Zeitschrift für Sozialforschung 7, 1938, 
and later included in his volume Dissonanzen, Göttingen 1963.
35 ‘Racial community’�Volksgemeinschaft, a specifically Nazi term to which Ben-
jamin alludes here.
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hundreds of billions. If I formulate it thus, I may get at the canon on 
which this mode of behaviour is based. I am thinking of that of games 
of chance. A gambler directly empathizes with the sums which he bets 
against the bank or a partner. Games of chance, as stock-exchange 
speculation, paved the way for empathy with exchange value much as 
the world exhibitions did. (The latter were the training schools in 
which the masses, forced away from consumption, learned to empa-
thize with exchange value.)

One particularly important question I should like to reserve for a sub-
sequent letter, or possibly for a conversation. What is the meaning of 
the fact that music and lyric poetry become comic? I can hardly ima-
gine that this is a completely negative phenomenon. Or do you see any 
positive elements in the ‘decline of sacral reconciliation’? I confess that 
I do not quite see this. Perhaps you will have an opportunity to return 
to this question.

In any case I ask you to let me hear from you soon. Please ask Felizitas 
to send me, when she gets a chance, the fairy tales of [Wilhelm] Hauff, 
which I treasure because of Sonderland’s illustrations. I shall write to 
her in the near future, but I would also like to hear from her.

As ever, cordially yours, 

Walter

Translated by Harry Zohn
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